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Abstract

This paper explores the problem of feature
subset selection for unsupervised learning
within the wrapper framework. In particular,
we examine feature subset selection wrapped
around expectation-maximization (EM) clus-
tering with order identi�cation (identifying
the number of clusters in the data). We
investigate two di�erent performance crite-
ria for evaluating candidate feature subsets:
scatter separability and maximum likelihood.
When the \true" number of clusters k is un-
known, our experiments on simulated Gaus-
sian data and real data sets show that incor-
porating the search for k within the feature
selection procedure obtains better \class" ac-
curacy than �xing k to be the number of
classes. There are two reasons: 1) the \true"
number of Gaussian components is not nec-
essarily equal to the number of classes and 2)
clustering with di�erent feature subsets can
result in di�erent numbers of \true" clusters.
Our empirical evaluation shows that feature
selection reduces the number of features and
improves clustering performance with respect
to the chosen performance criteria.

1. Introduction

For many feature selection problems, a human de�nes
the features that are potentially useful and then a sub-
set is chosen from the original pool of features using
an automated feature selection algorithm. A signif-
icant body of research exists on methods for select-
ing features for supervised learning (Fukunaga, 1990;
Kohavi & John, 1997), but until recently little atten-
tion has been paid to automatic feature selection for
unsupervised learning. Feature selection is useful to
limit redundancy of features, promote comprehensi-
bility, and �nd clusters (or structures) hidden in high

dimensional data. In unsupervised learning, our goal
is to �nd the smallest feature subset that best uncovers
\natural" groupings (clusters) from data according to
some criterion. This is a di�cult task because to �nd
the feature subset that maximizes the performance cri-
terion, we need the clusters to be de�ned. Moreover,
unsupervised clustering needs the features or the vari-
ables that span the space we are trying to cluster. The
problem is made more di�cult when we do not know
the number of clusters, k.

Our approach to feature selection for unsupervised
learning is inspired by the wrapper approach for super-
vised learning (Kohavi & John, 1997), but rather than
wrap the search for the best feature subset around a
supervised induction algorithm, we wrap the search
around a clustering algorithm. We introduce two
methods: FSSEM (Feature Subset Selection wrapped
around EM clustering) and FSSEM-k (FSSEM with
order identi�cation). In this paper, the term \EM
clustering" represents the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) applied to es-
timating the maximum likelihood parameters of a �-
nite Gaussian mixture (McLachlan & Basford, 1988).
Although we apply the wrapper approach to EM clus-
tering, it can be applied to any clustering method.

2. Unsupervised Feature Selection
Literature

To maintain the wrapper/�lter model distinction used
to characterize feature subset selection in supervised
learning, we de�ne the wrapper approach in unsuper-
vised learning as applying the unsupervised learning
algorithm to each feature subset in the search space
and then evaluating the feature subset by a crite-
rion function that utilizes the clustering result. Filter
methods, on the other hand, use some intrinsic prop-
erty of the data to select features without utilizing the
clustering algorithm that will ultimately be applied.



A classic feature selection algorithm in the absence of
class labels is to apply the Karhunen-Lo�eve transform
(KLT) (Fukunaga, 1990). However, KLT is not a pure
feature subset selection algorithm because it involves
a transformation of the original feature space before
selection.

Work in feature selection for unsupervised learning
is relatively new. Most approaches are customized
to a particular clustering algorithm. Devaney and
Ram (1997) applied sequential forward and backward
search. To evaluate each candidate subset, they mea-
sured the category utility of the clusters found by
applying COBWEB (a hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm) in conjunction with the feature subset. Talav-
era (1999) applied \blind" (similar to the �lter) and
\feedback" (analogous to the wrapper) approaches to
COBWEB, and used a feature dependence measure to
select features. Vaithyanathan and Dom (1999) for-
mulated an objective function for choosing the feature
subset and �nding the optimal number of clusters for a
document clustering problem using a Bayesian statis-
tical estimation framework. Agrawal, et al. (1998) in-
troduced a clustering algorithm (CLIQUE) which pro-
ceeds level-by-level starting from one feature upto the
highest dimension or until no more feature subspaces
with clusters (regions with high density points) are
generated.

3. Feature Subset Selection and EM
Clustering (FSSEM)

FSSEM wraps feature subset selection around the clus-
tering algorithm. The basic idea is to search through
feature subset space, evaluating each subset, Ft, by
�rst clustering in space Ft using EM clustering and
then evaluating the resulting clusters and feature sub-
set using the chosen feature selection criterion. The
two feature selection criteria investigated in this pa-
per are discussed in Section 5. An exhaustive search
of the 2n possible feature subsets (n is the number
of available features) for the subset that maximizes
our selection criterion is computationally intractable.
Therefore, a greedy search such as sequential forward
or backward elimination (Fukunaga, 1990; Kohavi &
John, 1997) is typically used. In the experiments re-
ported, we applied sequential forward search. In the
future, we plan to explore the e�ect of other search
methods on FSSEM. Note that EM is initialized for
each new feature subset.

In this paper, we assume that the data comes from
a mixture model of multivariate Gaussians (McLach-
lan & Basford, 1988). We apply the EM algorithm
to estimate the maximum likelihood mixture model

parameters and the cluster probabilities of each data
point. EM clustering results in \soft" clusters (i.e.,
each data point belongs to every cluster with some
probability). Note that the framework introduced in
this paper can easily be extended to other mixture
probability distributions (McLachlan & Basford, 1988)
and to other clustering methods, including graph the-
oretic approaches (Jain & Dubes, 1988).

The EM algorithm can become trapped at a local max-
imum, hence the initialization values are important.
We used the sub-sampling initialization algorithm pro-
posed by Fayyad, et al. (1998) with 10% sub-sampling
and J = 10 sub-sampling iterations. After initializing
the parameters, EM iterates until convergence (i.e.,
the likelihood does not change by 0:0001) or up to
n (default 500) iterations whichever comes �rst. We
limit the number of iterations because EM converges
asymptotically, i.e., convergence is very slow near a
maximum. EM estimation is constrained away from
singular solutions in parameter space by limiting the
diagonal elements of the component covariance matri-
ces �j to be greater than � = 0:000001�2 where �2 is
the average of the variances of the unclustered data.
Adding a scalar multiplied to the identity matrix (�I)
to a positive semi-de�nite matrix where � > 0 makes
the �nal matrix positive de�nite (i.e., all eigenvalues
are greater than zero and hence nonsingular).

4. Order Identi�cation (FSSEM-k)

Unsupervised clustering is made more di�cult when
we do not know the number of clusters, k. A single
perceptual class may be modeled better as a multiple
Gaussian mixture than as a single Gaussian cluster.
Furthermore, when we are also searching for the best
subset of features, we run into a new problem: that
the value of k depends on the feature subset. Figure 1
illustrates this point. In two dimensions (shown on the
left) there are three clusters, whereas in one-dimension
(shown on the right) there are only two clusters. The
di�culty is in knowing which is better. Ultimately the
only way to judge this is to use a criterion tied to the
�nal use of the clustering.

FSSEM-k is just FSS wrapped around EM-k (EM
clustering with order identi�cation). For a given fea-
ture subset, we search for k and the clusters. EM-
k currently applies the method by Bouman, et al.
(1998), which adds a minimum description length (Ris-
sanen, 1983) penalty term to the log-likelihood crite-
rion. Our new objective function becomes: F (k;�) =
log(f(X j�)) � 1

2
L log(Nd) where N is the number of

data points, d is the dimension, L is the number of
real numbers needed to specify the parameters � and
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Figure 1. The number of cluster components varies with
dimension.

log(f(X j�)) is the log-likelihood of our observed data
X given the parameters �. Note that L and � vary
with k. A penalty term is needed because the max-
imum likelihood estimate increases as more clusters
are used. Without the penalty, the likelihood is at a
maximum when each data point is considered as an
individual cluster. We begin our search for k with a
large number of clusters, Kmax, and then sequentially
decrement this number by one until only one cluster
remains. We choose k to be the value that optimizes
our criterion function. There are myriad ways to �nd
the \optimal" number of clusters k with EM clustering
(see Smyth (1996) for an overview).

5. Feature Selection Criteria

One of the factors that characterizes a feature selection
algorithm is its performance (or feature evaluation)
criterion. Here, we investigate two well-known mea-
sures: scatter separability and maximum likelihood.
After describing each measure, we discuss the bias of
each with respect to the dimension of the feature space.
We conclude with an approach to ameliorate these bi-
ases via a dimension normalization procedure.

5.1 Scatter Separability Criterion

We investigate the scatter matrices and separability
criteria used in discriminant analysis (Fukunaga, 1990)
as our feature selection criterion. The criteria used in
discriminant analysis assume that the features we are
interested in are features that can separate the data
into clusters that are unimodal and separated by their
scatter means. Among the many possible separability
criteria, we choose the trace(S�1w Sb) criterion because
it is invariant under any nonsingular linear transforma-
tion (Fukunaga, 1990). Sw is the within-class scatter
matrix and Sb is the between class scatter matrix, and
they are de�ned as follows:

Sw =
Pk

j=1
�jEf(X � �j)(X � �j)

T j!jg =
Pk

j=1
�j�j

Sb =
Pk

j=1
�j(�j �Mo)(�j �Mo)

T

Mo = EfXg =
Pk

j=1
�j�j

where �j is the probability that an instance belongs to
cluster !j , X is a d-dimensional random feature vec-
tor representing the data, k the number of clusters,
�j is the sample mean vector of cluster !j , Mo is the
total sample mean across all data points or instances
in the data set, �j is the sample covariance matrix
of cluster !j , and Ef�g is the expected value opera-
tor. Sw measures how scattered the samples are from
their cluster means and the average covariance of each
cluster. Sb measures how scattered the cluster means
are from the total mean. We would like the distance
between each pair of samples in a particular cluster
to be as small as possible and the cluster means to
be as far apart as possible with respect to the chosen
similarity metric (Euclidean, in our case). S�1w Sb is Sb
normalized by the average cluster covariance. Hence,
the larger the value of trace(S�1w Sb) is, the larger the
normalized distance between clusters is, which results
in better cluster discrimination.

5.2 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Criterion

The scatter separability criterion does not utilize the
additional information provided by EM clustering (the
probability distribution estimate of the data). Separa-
bility is also based on a di�erent underlying assump-
tion from EM clustering. Separability is biased to-
wards clusters with cluster means that are far apart,
and biased against clusters with equal means, but dif-
ferent covariances. Separability is a general criterion
that can be used for any clustering algorithm, but is
more appropriate for distance-based clustering algo-
rithms (like k-means). Maximum likelihood (ML), on
the other hand, measures how likely our data are given
the parameters and the model. Thus, it tells how well
our model �ts the data. Therefore, in addition to the
criterion for clustering, we can employ ML to �nd the
feature subset that models the data best using EM
clustering. We choose the subset that maximizes this
criterion.

5.3 Bias of Criterion Values to Dimension

Both criteria have biases with respect to the dimension
of X . The separability criterion increases as the num-
ber of features (or dimension) increases, whereas ML
decreases as the dimension increases. These biases oc-
cur even when the clustering assignments remain the
same. The separability measure is biased this way be-
cause trace(S�1w Sb) is basically adding d (the number
of dimension) terms. Fukunaga (1990) proved that a
criterion of the form XT

d�1S
�1

d�dXd�1 monotonically in-
creases with dimension, d, assuming the same cluster-
ing assignment. Dy (1999) relates trace(S�1w Sb) to this
proof. ML is biased the other way because the value



Table 1. Results for the synthetic data sets

% CV Error Clusters
Method 2-Class 3-Class 4-Class 2-Class 3-Class 4-Class
FSSEM-TR 4.6 �02.01 37.2 �03.92 9.40 �16.30 �xed at 2 �xed at 3 �xed at 4
FSSEM-k-TR 4.6 �02.01 25.0 �06.02 3.60 �02.33 2.0 �0.0 2.8 �0.4 4.0 �0.0
FSSEM-ML 47.0 �14.54 39.8 �20.15 19.60 �31.25 �xed at 2 �xed at 3 �xed at 4
FSSEM-k-ML 55.6 �03.88 54.6 �17.78 79.40 �06.14 1.0 �0.0 1.4 �0.8 1.0 �0.0
EM 12.8 �13.95 25.2 �06.76 12.60 �11.35 �xed at 2 �xed at 3 �xed at 4
EM-k 55.6 �03.88 63.6 �05.99 48.60 �09.47 1.0 �0.0 1.0 �0.0 2.0 �0.0

of the marginal density, f(x), is always greater than
or equal to f(x; y) for any x. f(x; y) = f(yjx)f(x),
where f(yjx) is the conditional density of y given x.
Since 0 � f(yjx) � 1, f(x; y) = f(yjx)f(x) � f(x).

Given two feature subsets, F1 and F2, with di�erent
dimensions, clustering our data using subset F1 leads
to clustering C1 and F2 leads to clustering C2. We
now want to compare C1 and C2, but C1 and C2 ex-
ist in spaces of di�erent dimension. To provide a fair
comparison we propose the following heuristic normal-
ization scheme.

Let CRIT (Fi; Cj) be the criterion value using feature
subset Fi to represent the data and Cj as the clus-
tering assignment. CRIT (�) represents any arbitrary
criterion function. For example, let CRIT (�) be the
trace(S�1w Sb) criterion. We compute Sw and Sb with
X based on the feature subset Fi and �'s, �'s and �'s
based on the clustering assignments Cj and Fi. Sw and
Sb are d � d matrices, where d is the number of fea-
tures in Fi. We normalize the criterion value for C1 as:
normalizedV alue(C1) = CRIT (F1; C1) � CRIT (F2; C1);

and the criterion value for C2 as:

normalizedV alue(C2) = CRIT (F2; C2) � CRIT (F1; C2):

We would like to maximize our criterion values (ML or
trace) as discussed in the previous subsections. Thus,
if normalizedV alue(Ci) > normalizedV alue(Cj), we
choose clustering Ci and feature subset Fi. When the
normalized criterion values are equal for Ci and Cj , we
favor the clustering from the lower dimensional feature
subset.

Normalization removes some of the bias of dimen-
sion because taking the product of CRIT (Fi; Ci) and
CRIT (Fj ; Ci) projects Ci to both dimensions. The
normalized value, thus, focuses on the quality of the
clusters obtained. When the clustering assignments
using di�erent feature subsets, F1 and F2, are the same
(i.e., C1 = C2), the normalizedV alue(C1) would be
equal to the normalizedV alue(C2) which is what we
want. In the experiments reported in this paper, we
applied the normalization criterion, because, a detailed
analysis (Dy, 1999) showed that FSSEM without di-
mensionality bias correction results in more features

than necessary for the trace criterion, and the selec-
tion of only one feature for the ML criterion.

6. Experimental Evaluation

Our experiments are designed to evaluate FSSEM and
FSSEM-k along the dimensions of the ability to select
relevant features, ability to correctly identify the order
(k), and ability to �nd structure in the data. We �rst
present experiments with synthetic data and then a
detailed analysis of the FSSEM variants using two real-
world data sets.

6.1 Synthetic Gaussian Mixture Data

Each of our synthetic data sets contains both \rele-
vant" and \irrelevant" features, where relevant means
that we created our k component mixture model us-
ing these features. Irrelevant features are generated
as Gaussian normal random variables. The design of
our �rst two synthetic data sets is similar to the sim-
ulated Gaussian structures reported in Smyth (1996).
The �rst data set consists of two Gaussian clusters,
both with covariance matrix, �1 = �2 = I and means
�1 = (0; 0) and �2 = (0; 3). There is considerable over-
lap between the two clusters and the added \noise" fea-
tures increase the di�culty of the problem. For this
data set, only feature 2 is considered relevant, since
only feature 2 is needed to identify the two clusters.
The second data set consists of three Gaussian clusters.
Two clusters have means at (0; 0) but the covariance
matrices are orthogonal to each other. The remaining
cluster overlaps the tails on the right side of the other
two clusters. The third data set has four clusters with
means at (0; 0), (1; 4), (5; 5) and (5; 0) and covariances
equal to I . For all three data sets, three Gaussian nor-
mal random \noise" features are added. We generated
N = 500 data points and generated clusters that are
of equal proportions. For these data sets, we set Kmax

to be �ve, �ve and ten respectively.

There are no standard measures for evaluating clusters
in the clustering literature. Moreover, no single clus-
tering assignment (or class label) explains every appli-



cation (Jain & Dubes, 1988). Because we are working
with synthetic data, we know the true mixture model
and therefore the number of clusters, k, the true clus-
ter assignments and the correct features. To measure
performance, we use class error, which we de�ne to
be the number of instances misclassi�ed divided by
the total number of instances, assuming each instance
within a cluster is classi�ed to the majority class (de-
termined by the training data). To compute class er-
ror, we assign each data point to its most likely cluster.
When comparing clusterings with di�erent number of
clusters, one should not use training error. Class er-
ror based on training decreases with an increase in the
number of clusters, k, with the trivial result of 0% error
when each data is a cluster. To ameliorate this prob-
lem, we use cross-validation error (in particular, ten-
fold cross-validation). Aside from class error, we also
compute for the average number of clusters, the aver-
age number of features selected, feature precision and
recall. Recall is the number of relevant features in the
selected subset divided by the total number of relevant
features. Precision is the number of relevant features
in the selected subset divided by the total number of
features selected.

Due to space limitations, we report only the ten-fold
cross-validated class error (CV error) and the num-
ber of clusters found in Table 1. Complete results are
found in Dy (1999). TR refers to the trace or scatter
separability criterion, and ML refers to the maximum
likelihood criterion.

Looking �rst at FSSEM-k-TR compared to FSSEM-
TR, we see that including order identi�cation
(FSSEM-k-TR) with feature selection results in lower
CV error for the trace criterion. For two data sets,
FSSEM-k-TR had signi�cantly lower CV error than
FSSEM-TR. Adding the search for k within the fea-
ture subset selection search allows the algorithm to
�nd the relevant features (an average of 0:97 feature
recall for FSSEM-k-TR versus 0:85 for FSSEM-TR).
This is because the best number of clusters depends
on the chosen feature subset. For example, on closer
examination, we noted that on the three-class prob-
lem that when k is �xed at three, the clusters formed
by feature 1 are better separated than clusters that
are formed by features 1 and 2 together. As a conse-
quence, FSSEM-TR did not select feature 2. When k

is made variable during the feature search, FSSEM-k-
TR �nds two clusters in feature 1. When feature 2 is
considered with feature 1, three or more clusters are
found resulting in higher separability.

EM had lower CV error than EM-k due to knowing the
correct number of clusters. Both EM and EM-k had

poorer performance than FSSEM-k-TR, because of the
retained noisy features. FSSEM-k-TR performed bet-
ter than FSSEM-k-ML in terms of CV error. The av-
erage feature recall and precision for all data sets for
FSSEM-k-TR are 0:97 and 0:64 respectively. FSSEM-
k-ML did not perform well with respect to CV er-
ror because it favors features that have unimodal dis-
tributions (like our noise features). FSSEM-TR and
FSSEM-k-TR were biased toward separable clusters
identi�ed by our de�ned relevant features. FSSEM-
ML and FSSEM-k-ML, on the other hand, were biased
toward data with fewer clusters i.e., data that is more
Gaussian in distribution (our de�ned noise features).
Fixing k on the ML criterion improved CV error per-
formance, because it increased the chances of arriving
at a local minima on the noise features (more than
one cluster, each with a di�erent centroid) allowing
the relevant features (with k equal to the true number
of clusters) to be selected. Nevertheless, �xing k did
not counter ML's bias towards noisy unimodal features
(reected by an average recall of 0:53).

6.2 Two Real-World Data Sets

To illustrate FSSEM on real data, we present results
for two data sets: ionosphere (Blake & Merz, 1998)
and a high resolution computed tomography images
of the lungs (HRCT-lung) data set (Dy et al., 1999).
See Dy (1999) for experiments on additional data sets.
Although for each data set the class information is
known, we remove the class labels during training.

Unlike synthetic data, we do not know the \true"
number of (Gaussian) clusters for real-world data sets.
Each class may be composed of many Gaussian clus-
ters. Moreover, the clusters may not even have a
Gaussian distribution. To see whether the clustering
algorithms found clusters that correspond to classes
(wherein a class can be multi-modal), we compute the
class error in the same way as for the synthetic Gaus-
sian data. On real data sets, we do not know the
\relevant" features. Hence, we cannot compute preci-
sion and recall and therefore report only the average
number of features selected and the average number of
clusters found.

Table 2 reports the ten-fold cross-validation error and
the number of clusters found by the di�erent algo-
rithms. For both data sets, we set Kmax equal to ten.
The Ionosphere data and HRCT-lung data have two
and �ve labeled classes respectively. Note that even
though we use class error as a measure of cluster per-
formance, we should not let it misguide us in its inter-
pretation. Cluster quality or interestingness is di�cult
to measure because it depends on the particular appli-



Table 2. Results for the Ionosphere and HRCT data sets.

% CV Error Clusters
Method Ionosphere HRCT-lung Ionosphere HRCT-lung
FSSEM-TR 33.61 �10.57 36.4 �7.84 �xed at 2 �xed at 5
FSSEM-k-TR 26.22 �07.35 34.0 �6.07 7.2 �1.2 6.8 �1.0
FSSEM-ML 34.75 �11.47 35.8 �5.90 �xed at 2 �xed at 5
FSSEM-k-ML 20.82 �08.12 36.0 �6.13 8.0 �0.4 6.7 �0.6
EM 23.10 �10.76 31.6 �5.20 �xed at 2 �xed at 5
EM-k 24.21 �08.17 37.2 �5.53 1.9 �0.3 1.0 �0.0

cation. This is a major distinction between unsuper-
vised clustering and supervised learning. Here, class
error is just one interpretation of the data. We can also
measure cluster performance in terms of the trace cri-
terion and the ML criterion. Naturally, FSSEM-k-TR
and FSSEM-TR were better than the rest in terms
of trace; and, FSSEM-k-ML and FSSEM-ML were
better than the rest in terms of maximum likelihood.
Choosing either TR or ML depends on your applica-
tion goals. If you are interested in �nding the features
that best separate the data, use FSSEM-k-TR. If you
are interested in �nding features that model Gaussian
clusters best, use FSSEM-k-ML.

FSSEM-k-ML performed best in terms of CV error
for the ionosphere data. Figure 2a presents a scatter
plot of the ionosphere data on the two best features
chosen by FSSEM-k-ML together with the means (in
�'s) and covariances (in ellipses) discovered. Figure
2b shows the original data projected onto the same
two features with the class labeled means and covari-
ances. Figure 2c shows a scatter plot of the two best
features chosen by FSSEM-k-TR and Figure 2d the
corresponding scatter plot of the original data. Ob-
serve that trace favored the cluster in Figure 2c be-
cause the clusters are well separated. On the other
hand, FSSEM-k-ML favored the clusters in Figure 2a
which are more Gaussian and allow overlap. Since
the ML clustering matches the ionosphere class labels
more closely, FSSEM-k-ML performed better with re-
spect to CV error. FSSEM-k-ML obtained better CV
error than EM and EM-k. EM and EM-k used 32 fea-
tures1 whereas FSSEM-k-ML and FSSEM-k-TR used
only 1:9 features on average. Fewer features made it
possible for us to visualize the scatter plots in these
dimensions. Order identi�cation improved the perfor-
mance for both criteria, because the true number of
clusters appears to be �ve to six, even through there
are only two classes in the ionosphere data set.

1Features 1 and 2 are discarded, because their values
are either constant or discrete throughout the data. Con-
stant features and discrete features with discrete levels less
than or equal to the number of clusters produce in�nite
likelihood for a �nite Gaussian mixture model.

For the HRCT lung data, FSSEM-k-TR performed
better than FSSEM-k-ML in terms of CV error. Fig-
ure 3a presents a scatter plot of the HRCT-lung data
on the two best features chosen by FSSEM-k-TR. Fig-
ure 3b shows the original data projected onto the same
two features with the class labeled means and covari-
ances. Observe that the clusters found by FSSEM-
k-TR are well separated and match the class labels
well. FSSEM-k-ML selected a single feature, which
resulted in highly overlapping clusters. HRCT-lung
is a di�cult data set due to its skewed class distri-
bution (approximately 62:8% of the data is from the
disease Centrilobular Emphysema). Because of this,
even though EM-k discovered only one cluster, its class
error (which is equal to the error using a majority
classi�cation rule) is close to the values obtained by
the other methods. The high dimensions obscure the
HRCT-lung's classes and result in EM-k �nding only
one cluster. EM with k set to �ve performed better
than FSSEM-k-TR in terms of CV error, but we do
not always know the \true" number of clusters. In ad-
dition, EM uses 110 features, whereas FSSEM-k-TR
uses an average of only 1.1 features.

When we examined our initial cluster result for HRCT-
lung, we noticed the features selected by FSSEM-TR
were the row and column centroid locations of the
pathology region identi�ed by a radiologist for each
image. These features clustered the data in terms of
location (regions on the upper left, lower left, upper
right and lower right side of the image). Although
these features result in well-separated clusters, they do
not discriminate disease classes. So we subsequently
removed them (resulting in our current data set of 110
features) and ran the algorithm again. Now, FSSEM-
TR picked gray level histogram features and texture
features which are relevant for discriminating the dis-
eases. Although, we discarded the row and column
features, we learned that our data is well separated in
terms of location. Feature selection on unsupervised
data is thus useful not only for discovering relevant fea-
tures, but also for discovering unwanted features that
produce systematic structures.
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Figure 2. The scatter plots on ionosphere data using the two best features chosen by FSSEM-k-ML for (a) and (b), and
the two best features chosen by FSSEM-k-TR for (c) and (d). + and 5 represent the di�erent class assignments. � are
the cluster/class means, and the ellipses are the covariances. (a) and (c) are the clusters discovered by FSSEM-k-ML and
FSSEM-k-TR respectively. (b) and (d) present the means and covariances using labeled classes.
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Figure 3. The scatter plots on HRCT-lung data using the two best features chosen by FSSEM-k-TR. +, 5, ?, � and the
squares represent the di�erent class assignments. � are the cluster/class means, and the ellipses are the covariances. (a)
shows the clusters found by FSSEM-k-TR. (b) shows the means and covariances using labeled classes.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a wrapper framework for
performing feature selection, clustering and order iden-
ti�cation concurrently. We also compared two di�er-
ent feature selection criteria: scatter separability and
maximum likelihood (ML). These criteria have di�er-
ent assumptions, biases and limitations. The sepa-

rability based measure prefers feature subsets whose
cluster centroids are far apart. ML prefers feature sub-
sets that lead to clusters that �t the Gaussian model
best. Cluster separation is not required to maximize
the ML criterion, which can lead to overlapping clus-
ters. In our experiments with synthetic data, the trace
separability criterion performed better than the ML
criterion. This result makes sense given that the data



was designed to be well separated in the relevant fea-
ture subsets. Our results on the HRCT and Ionosphere
data sets point out the utility in using feature subset
selection to learn more about your data and the im-
portance of picking a criterion tied to your clustering
objectives. Finally, our results showed that incorpo-
rating order identi�cation into the feature subset se-
lection process led to better results than �xing k to be
the true number of classes. There are two reasons: 1)
the number of classes is not necessarily equal to the
number of Gaussian clusters, and 2) di�erent feature
subsets have di�erent number of clusters.

In the future, we would like to investigate di�erent
clustering algorithms and di�erent search strategies in
the wrapper framework. The normalization scheme
introduced, although e�ective and general, is ad hoc.
We would like to investigate other methods of nor-
malizing the biases of the di�erent criteria. Moreover,
further investigation needs to be done on how k a�ects
the feature search. It is also interesting to investigate
on whether the feature selection criterion should be
the same as the criterion used for clustering. Initial
experiments on this are found in Dy (1999).
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